SUSTAINABILITY
INITIATIVES

INTRODUCTION
ADM is a vertical set-up and one of the key players for bringing innovations unique to the
denim market. Over the years, we have dedicated ourselves for creating an optimized
facility.
ADM is at the forefront of sustainability by using eco-friendly raw materials and processes.
We are committed to using processes like ozone, laser, green chemicals, recycled water,
eco-friendly fibers like recycled cotton, recycled polyester, organic cotton and sustainable
viscose. Our onsite energy generation through solar helps us offset our carbon footprint.
Water treatment and recycling is done to maintain quality and cleanliness to the
environment.
ADM has a recycling plant for converting old Denim Jeans and industrial textile waste into
cotton fiber that is blended with new cotton for making new fabric and garments. We are
also working on ZDHC program and committed to eliminating hazardous chemicals from our
production waste.

SUSTAINABILITY
Over the years, we have dedicated ourselves to creating an optimized facility for water, energy,
and dye use; as well as creating a sustainable vertical supply chain.

RAW MATERIALS / PROCESSES








BCI
ORGANIC COTTON
POST CONSUMER WASTE
RECYCLED POLY
ECOVERO
TENCEL / MODAL
ECO MADE T400









COTTONIZED HEMP
ANILINE FREE INDIGO
ECO BLACK DYES
EFFLUENT TREATMENT PLANT
RECYCLING WATER
ENERGY GENERATION THROUGH SOLAR
LASER & OZONE USAGE

BETTER COTTON INITIATIVE
We support BCI effort to make global cotton
production better for the people who
produce it, for environment it grows in and
for the sector’s future.

Reduced environmental impact.

In our sustainable collection, we are using
100% BCI cotton without any up-charge.

Improved flow of Better Cotton throughout supply chain.

Improved economic development in cotton producing areas

Ensure sustainability in Cotton growing process.
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ORGANIC COTTON
Organic cotton is grown using methods and
materials that have a low impact on the
environment.
Our ORGANIC COTTON Denim Collection
includes up to 100% ORGANIC Cotton fabrics
certified from ONE CERT, GOTS & OCS.

No use Genetically modified seeds.

Builds soil in organic matter through crop rotation,
Intercropping & composting.

Conserves water & uses rainwater more efficiently.

Use soil balance, trap crops & beneficial insects
to manage pests.

Physical removal or intercropping to remove weeds.

Natural defoliation.
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RECYCLED COTTON
To complete the circularity loop, we have our
recycling plant integrated with our spinning
where we produce yarns by using Post
Consumer & Pre Consumer waste.

Reduced amount of energy, water, and dye use.

Recycling can prevent landfill and give old
jeans a new life.

Environmentally friendly.

Reducing landfill.

Recycled cotton prevents additional textile waste.

Less CO2 emissions.
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HOW ADM IS DOING IT?

RECYCLED
DENIM

ADM has introduced a new line of denim
incorporating post-consumer waste &
pre-consumer waste.
We have developed a process of
converting old Denim Jeans and
industrial textile waste into cotton fiber
that can be reused.
First the denim jeans are sorted.
After sorting, the jeans are run
through a machine that shreds them
into raw fiber. The raw fiber is then
spun back into yarns for making new
denim fabric.
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RECYCLED POLYESTER
(REPREVE®)
Recycled Polyester is an excellent reused
fiber that is affirmed and evident. The fiber
is produced using 100% reused materials
counting PET bottle and post fiber squander.

Reducing landfill

The bottles are crushed into flakes, and
made into a polyester fiber. Next, the
polyester fiber is blended with cotton fiber,
which is finally woven with traditional
cotton yarn to produce denim fabric.

Lower carbon footprint

Reducing ocean pollution

Requires less energy than virgin polyester

To reduce plastic pollution and care for our environment

Increased performance, comfort and style advantages
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LENZING™ ECOVERO™ Viscose fibers are
derived from sustainable wood and pulp,
coming from certified and controlled sources.
LENZING™ ECOVERO™ fibers have been
certified with the EU Eco label as meeting
high environmental standards throughout
their life cycle: from raw material extraction
to production, distribution and disposal.
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Lycra® T400® fiber with EcoMade technology
combines shape retention feature with
sustainability. Approximately 50% of the fiber
is made from PET (recycled water bottles),
while another part is made from renewable
sources such as plant based material. As a
result, fabric mills, brands and retailers can
get the same lasting performance with
enhanced sustainability.

Made from recycled materials such as PET bottles

Contains plant based sustainable materials

Excellent chlorine resistance for denim washing

Shape retention properties with the sustainability

Less waste going to landfills

Renewable sourcing
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TENCEL™ Lyocell and Modal fibers help to
maintain the environmental balance by being
integrated into nature´s cycle.
TENCEL™ Modal fibers are extracted from
naturally grown beech wood by an
environmentally responsible integrated pulpto-fiber process. This flexible fiber is
renowned for its exceptional softness.

Gentle on skin

Enhanced breathability

Color retention

Botanic origin

Moisture management
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COTTONIZED HEMP
Hemp is one of the strongest and most
durable of all natural threads. Hemp is also a
very eco-friendly crop. Compared to cotton, it
grows quicker, uses less water and leaves
behind cleaner, healthier soils. Its long roots
prevent erosion and help retain topsoil.

Recyclable and Biodegradable

We designed our hemp denim fabric with a
blend of hemp and certified organic cotton.

More yield compare to Cotton

Fever pesticides or fertilizer is required

Grows quickly and with less water

Blends very well with Cotton
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EARTH TONES
ADM Earth tones is a new way to consume
warm shades from nature. We are using dyes
that are manufactured from non-edible
agricultural or herbal industries waste.

Warm shades from nature

Our denim fabric & garment collections are
developed with Earth tones made from the
natural raw material, guaranteeing complete
sustainability into our production.

Earth tones made from the natural raw material

High-performance colors
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ADM ECO BLACK DYES
Eco Black dyes protects the environment. It is
ecological in comparison and gives more
strength/Durability (life to garment) causing
less consumption hence saves water and
energy in global context. Produced on zero
liquid discharge plant.

Pre reduced dyes

low Sulphide Content
Improved Tear & Tensile strength
No Odor/Smell
Consistent Shades.

Provide
sustainable,
clean,
accurate,
controlled and safe environment working
with no wastage of material.
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ADM IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENT THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY
ADM is devoted to preserve natural resources
by planning sustainable products and
advancing recycling process in our creation
measures. The (ZDHC) Program is a
collaboration of brands, value chain affiliates
and associates committed to eliminating
hazardous chemicals from the textile.
ADM FOCAL POINT FOR SUSTAINABILITY

Less Water use
Waste reduction
Less hazardous Chemical use
Energy
Sustainable materials
Supply chain management
Health and Safety
Research and Development
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ADM IS FULLY COMPLIANT WITH INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY STANDARDS















WRAP-Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production
BSCI - Business Social Compliance Initiative
BCI - Better Cotton Initiative
Oeko-Tex Standard – 100
GOTS - Global Organic Textile Standard
RCS - Recycled Claim Standard
OCS - Organic Content Standard
ISO 9001:2015 QMS - Quality Management System
LYCRA® ASSURED MILL.
GRS- Global Recycled Standard
SEDEX - Supplier Ethical Data Exchange
C-TPAT - Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism
ISO 45001:2018 OHSAS - Occupational Health and
Safety Assessment Series
ISO 14001-2015 EMS - Environmental Management
System
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